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Gatti’s City Point opened July 2015. It follows on from the 

success from our original site in Broadgate, established over 25 

years ago.  

 

Conveniently located in the heart of the London the restaurant is 

within easy walking distance of both the capital's heart, Liverpool 

Street Station and Moorgate Underground Station. Gatti’s City 

Point brings the same love of Italian food and quality of service 

customers have come to expect from us. 



	
	 	

At Gatti's our philosophy is simple, we are inspired by the finest, 

freshest ingredients and the most authentic vibrant flavours. In 

Italian our culinary style is called ‘alla Casalinga’ which means 

home-style cookery or as we like to say, "Like mamma used to 

make." 

 

Italian cookery has a wonderful history, with every course being 

essential to the experience of eating and we pride ourselves on the 

ability to combine the best of the old and most delicious of the new 

to give a truly authentic experience. 



	
	 	

	
	

With our comfortable open-plan 

dinning room, Gatti’s provides a 

relaxing and intimate 

environment for your special day. 

 

We can accommodate up to 130 

guests for a sit down wedding 

breakfast, or up to 250 guests for 

a more informal gathering. 

 
Additional guest can be 

accommodated for the evening 

reception, with options of adding 

after dinner drinks, disco and 

evening buffet. 

 

 



	
	 	

	

	

	

 

At Gatti’s, we strive to 

make your special day as 

stress free as possible, and 

will allocate you a wedding 

coordinate to ensure 

everything turns out just the 

way you want it.  

 

 
	

We have a selection of 

menus for you to choose 

from, which have been 

carefully created by the chef 

and his team to ensure 

everything is served to the 

highest quality.  

 

Bespoke Menus are available 

upon request. 
	

We also are happy to offer 

and recommend a variety of 

additional services from 

wedding cakes and favours to 

evening entertainment. 
	



	

	
	

	

		CITY POINT

CITY POINT

1 Ropemaker Street, Mooragate,London, 

EC2Y 9AW 

 

Telephone: 0207 628 8375 

 

Website: www.gattisrestaurant.co.uk 

 

Email; citypoint@gattisrestaurant.co.uk 

	

	

	


